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Get the private success secrets of 25 eBay Power Sellers -- Secrets that they are using every day to

make big dollar money from eBay. This is finally your chance to discover... 25 Real Life Examples of Real

People Making Good Money on eBay and the Exact Details of How They Run Their eBay Businesses!

Dear Friend, If you are ready to leapfrog your competition on eBay or if you are just getting started

building your eBay business, this is your chance to finally get the inside story of what it really takes to

become an elite eBay Power Seller and achieve financial success and independence. Finally you can get

the never before shared stories of 25 of the most successful people on eBay - people who make up less

than 1 of the entire eBay community - Power Sellers. You have probably seen many eBooks on eBay and

success selling and you are probably wondering what makes Secrets of the eBay Power Sellers different

than all these other books. You may have even read some of these books and for some reason or other,

they may have never really translated into an action plan you could follow. And you probably wondered

why? The answer is simple! I have reviewed many of these eBooks and many others simply offer a list of

techniques, hints and ideas and nice theories that sound real good on paper but somehow never translate

into your personal success. That is because they are hard to apply when you dont really understand what

it takes to achieve success on eBay in the first place. Once you understand what it really takes to achieve

eBay success, these eBooks can provide a wealth of information but not before. Secrets of the eBay
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Power Sellers is the solution to this success gap. It offers the real story of 25 very successful eBay

sellers. Utilizing an interview format, each interview takes you from their humble beginnings on eBay to

their present day success. For the first time ever, you will have 25 role models in a wide variety of eBay

sales areas to use as real models for you to build your own success story. Why reinvent the wheel when

you have the opportunity to Study 25 Super Success Models. By studying these models, you will learn: -

What it really takes to turn eBay into a massive revenue generator that can replace your full-time job

income. - What tools are used to automate your eBay business so you can concentrate most of your

efforts on what is really important - selling your product. - How selection of a product/product mix is critical

to your success - but how eBay caters to such a wide variety of wants that the types of products you can

sell is almost unlimited. - How it is critical to choose a product mix that you really enjoy working with so

that you stick with your eBay business long enough to be successful. - How there are opportunities to

expand your eBay business into other areas and why it may not be profitable to do so. - Specific post to

close ratios (i.e. how many auctions listed Vs how many sold) and how one seller makes a fortune even

though his closing ratio is only 5. - Why building up and working your customer list results in greatly

increased profits at highly reduced selling costs. - What are the biggest challenges to managing your

successful eBay business and how to overcome them. - And much more Each of the 25 interviews shares

compelling and fascinating details of a true eBay success story. A study of what each of these eBay

sellers is teaching you and a study of their auction listings and feedback will give you the vital details you

need to become eBays next success story. Imagine for a moment being able to sit down and have 25

successful eBay sellers share their personal path to successfully running a business on eBay and

answering detailed questions about how they run their business to achieve that success. And these are

not big companies that are being interviewed. Many of the interviews are about one person and mom and

pop businesses. Only a small number have any outside employees. If so many people can start and grow

a successful eBay business without the backing of a bug-bucks company, you can too! Especially with 25

success roadmaps to follow. It is often quoted that the best way to achieve success is to find people who

are successful at doing what you want to do and then get these people to be your mentors. And now you

have such a resource. These 25 interviews cover a huge variety of interest areas from antiques to

collectibles to packing supplies to computer parts, etc. The list is quite large. And chances are very high

that you will find at least one interview that when you read it makes you say... Wow! This is what I really



needed to know to make it on eBay! You can own Secrets of the eBay Power Sellers for only $24.95. And

to make it an even better deal, I am offering Master Resell Rights to the product so you can sell Secrets

of the eBay Power Sellers on your site and keep the full sale price from every sale you generate!!! You

will also get a FREE Bonuses With Your Instant Download Today. When you order today, you receive the

complete resell rights to both Secrets of the eBay Power Sellers and Wholesale Sources 2002, along with

the web page and graphics and complete instructions so you can sell Secrets of the eBay Power Sellers

on your own site and start earning additional money today. Make just one sale, and youve paid for your

investment! GUARANTEE: If Secrets of the eBay Power Sellers is not everything that we say it is and you

are not completely satisfied with it, then we will refund every penny of your money with no questions

asked. Thats more than a guarantee, thats a promise. (Secrets of the eBay Power Sellers works with any

Windows PC!) P.S. Remember, you receive RESELL RIGHTS to Secrets of the eBay Power Sellers if

you order now!
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